
'Thin.king' compass 
unfair: claim sailors 
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A small but very canny 
piece of equipment is 
threatening to disrupt 
this year's Lipton Cup 
race for L26-class yachts 
which starts in Durban 

' on July 15. 
The · controversial gad-

1 get is a new "intelligent" 
electronic compass 
which memorises courses 
and tells sailors if they 
are deviating from them. 
Only seen before on such 
illustrious yachts as last 
year's defender of the 
America Cup, the first 
one imported to South 
Africa was recently fit- D Garth Hichens, co-owner and 
ted to the Durban Point , crewman on the 

1 
B2G2, with the 

Yacht Ch,1b entry, B2G2. cootroversial ele.e:tronic compass 
A:nd Sinc:e, then B2G2 i~ · 

has wOJI e~i)' -event it 
has entered 'in. Now other 
contenders for the covet
ed cup. are trying to have 
the e<iripass outlawed .. 

Loudest complaints 
have come, not unexpec
tedly, from the crew of 
last year 's winner, the 
Tramwaal boat Galacti
ca. 
~Gafactica tactician 

Peter Hishen believes the 
compass gives B2G2 an 
unfair tactical advan-
tage. "We believe they 
are pushing the rules be
yond the limit to win. 
They should win on sail
in~ alone," Mr Hisben 
~-aid-thiiwee!C. -

"In a .race of this sort a 
compass is used not so 
much to show you where 
to go, but what course to 
take for maximum tacti
cal advantage - wheth
er to take the starboard 
or port tack when sailing 
into the wind. 

"With this compass you 
can press a button and it 
will memorise the best 
course and it will then 
tell you if you are sailing 
above or below that. This 
simplifies tactics consid
erably. Without it you 
have to memorise the 
courses yourself or write 
it down." 

The digital compass 
costs over R2 000 at cur
rent exchange rates. 

But Ben du Buis
son, crew member and 
co-owner of B2G2, 
scoffed at the protests. 
"If we had been coming 
last in every race, no one 
would be bothering about 
the compass. · 

"It's easy for people 
who can't get their show 
off the ground to com
plain that others are 
cheating." 
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